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Premium claSS –
the KieSelmann double seat valve.
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Single Seat ValVeS
for hygienic isolation of branched pipes.

full control. with valves precisely matched to your process 
from the classic single seat valve through the double sealing 
single seat valve to the premium class: the KieSelmann 
double seat valve. 

Sits and fits
KieSelmann Seat ValVeS
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KI-TOP CONTROL HEAD
with plastic or

stainless steel hood

PNEUMATIC 
ACTUATOR 
with position indicator
and sensor holder

DOUBLE SEAT VALVE 
Double sealing with
leakage gap and high
pressure shock resistance

SINGLE SEAT VALVE 
Variety of types

SINGLE SEAT VALVE 
Variety of types

SENSOR HOLDER
for feedback

MANUAL 
ACTUATOR

Double Seat ValVeS
for mixproof separation of different liquids in automated 
process systems.

Modular valve system

the modular construction of the KieSelmann 
seat valves allows numerous independent 
configurations. the housing type, the seat 
concept as well as the actuator and control 
technology are combined according to 
your specific requirements.

modularity means flexibility. adjustments can 
be carried out quickly and safely. changing 
over to a more powerful actuator or a 
different control head is really simple with the 
KieSelmann seat valves.

we offer many common sealing materials for 
your specific processes.
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Single seat valves

the modular design of the KieSelmann seat valves 
enables great solutions even in small nominal diameters. &

control valveSingle seat valve overflow valve long-stroke valve

two-way changeover valve tank outlet valveDisc-type non return valve
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mixproof seat valves

Quickly detect and discharge leaks.&
3/2 way double seat  

changeover valve

Double seat tank 
outlet valve

Piggable  
double seat valve

Double seat valve 
blind insert

Double seat valveDouble sealing single 
seat valve

the standard for  
KieSelmann transparent, 
acid-resistant plastic hood  

for control heads
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KieSelmann single seat valves are perfect for the safe 
and controlled isolation and media flow control in process 
plants. 

a seat for all 
occasions

KieSelmann Single Seat ValVeS
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KI-TOP CONTROL HEADS 
with plastic or stainless 

steel hood

MANUAL ACTUATOR

VALVE INSERT ANGLE VALVES/
TANK OUTLET VALVE

SENSOR HOLDER
for feedback

PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR 
five different sizes

ANGLE VALVE T-VALVE

CURVED ANGLE 
SEAT VALVE

VALVE INSERT TWO-WAY 
CHANGEOVER VALVE 

LOOP VALVE

CROSS VALVE

TWO-WAY
CHANGEOVER VALVE 

TANK OUTLET 
VALVE

Ki-DS Single Seat ValVeS 

can be combined exactly as required

DiD you Know....
Ki-DS single seat valve series covers 18 
versions? the suitable housing type and 
nominal width for every application.
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Shaft seal 
(suitable for 
dry running)

clamp 
closure

the universal single seat valve modular system 
allows any custom configuration. talk to us: we will 
configure the valves for you. in this way you will also 
benefit from the many possibilities for upgrading.  

the Ki-DS valve range is notable for its modular  
and compact design. it includes double-seal single seat 
valves, angle valves, t-valves, curved angle seat valves, 
loop valves, cross valves, two-way changeover valves 
and tank outlet valves. 

Universal linear actuators with a twist
 
Stay flexible: the KieSelmann modular system offers 
you the right actuator for every application area. if your 
process conditions change, you can quickly retrofit the 
suitable actuator, simply and without adapter pieces. 

an additional bonus: Simply by turning, the base setting 
of KieSelmann actuators can be changed. from air-
opening spring-closing to spring-opening air-closing 
and vice versa. all KieSelmann actuators have the same 
height.

Ki-DS Single Seat ValVeS 

compact and flexible

technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 25 –100/1"– 4"

materials
in product contact 
not in product contact

1.4404/aiSi 316l 
1.4307/aiSi 304l

Sealing material
hnbr (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min)
ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
fKm (max. 110 °c, SiP 30 min) 

Product-contacting surfaces ra ≤ 0.8 µm, e-polished

continuous operation 
temperature

max. 95 °c

control air
4.0 – 8.0 bar  
iSo 8573-1:2001 quality class 3

>   5 performance-matched actuators with variable base 
setting and 2-year warranty

>  hygienically safe with closed lantern with 
leakage drain

> hygienic design deadspace-free housing 
> comprehensive modular system

aDVantageS 
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control ValVeS

KieSelmann control valves are based on the modular 
design system of the single seat valve range. within a 
nominal diameter different flow coefficients as well as 
control characteristics and seal types can be implemented.

control without 
exception

control valve with membrane actuator. 
also available as a linear actuator.
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> Simple adaptation
> linear or equal-percentage control
> flexible cone & replacement seat concept
> 2 actuator versions each in 5 sizes 
> maintenance-free actuators

aDVantageS 

technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 20 –125/1"– 4"

materials in 
product contact

1.4404/aiSi 316l 
1.4542/aiSi 630

Sealing material

hnbr (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min) 
ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
Ptfe (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min) 
fKm (max. 110 °c, SiP 30 min) 

Product-contacting surfaces ra ≤ 0.8 µm, e-polished

nominal pressure Pn 16

continuous operation 
temperature

max. 95 °c

control air pressure min. 5.5 bar

actuators
membrane actuator
reciprocating actuator
manual actuator (hand crank)

exact process control: KieSelmann control valves are 
available in a 1-, 2- and 3-stage version and in addition 
can also be configured as mixing and distribution valves. 
Single seat control valves are always available in linear 
and equal-percentage versions. 

their design is based on the proven, hygienic concept of 
the Ki-DS valve range. this makes them especially suitable 
for sensitive production areas in the food and beverage 
industry. 

Flexible due to replacement seat concept 

the key feature of this valve series is the hygienic 
replacement seat concept. there is a choice of linear or 
equal-percentage control characteristics. the cone and 
the seat can be replaced with just a few actions. the 
seal version can be changed easily from soft to metallic. 
for the greatest possible flexibility, KieSelmann control 
valves can be adjusted to a flow rate coefficient of 0.2 
m³/h to 160 m³/h, without complex upgrading work being 
required. 

DiD you Know....
KieSelmann control valves are 
designed to be easy to undo clamp 
connections. this enables individual 
parts to be replaced simply.

metallic seal

elastomer seal
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Possible housing versions: angle valve, 
t-valve, cross valve and loop valve

oVerflow ValVeS

overflow valves provide pressure relief for piping systems. 
in contrast to safety valves they are used as continuously-
operating process valves, for example as a bypass valve 
behind positive displacement pumps.

constant pressure 
conditions
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>  Simple installation of the sensor bracket for feedback 
(retrofittable)

> 5 exchangeable actuator sizes
> Standard version is with pneumatic lifting function
>  no external movable components – 

no risk of injury
> optional: purely pneumatic actuator

aDVantageS 

technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 25 –100/1"– 4"

materials 
in product contact 
not in product contact

1.4404/aiSi 316l
1.4301/aiSi 304 1.4307/aiSi 304l 

Sealing material
ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min) 
hnbr (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min) 
fKm (max. 110 °c, SiP 30 min)

Product-contacting surfaces ra ≤ 0.8 µm e-polished

nominal pressure Pn 16

continuous operation 
temperature

max. 95 °c

control air pressure 5.5 – 8 bar

actuators Spring return, adjustable, 
optional sensor bracket

Function in the event 
of excess pressure

Precise to the full stroke: KieSelmann overflow valves 
relieve pressurised spaces when impermissible pressures 
arise. the medium is routed to the exterior or into 
a closed system in a controlled manner. the flow-
optimised disc geometry ensures precise opening and 
closing behaviour as well as high flow capacity.

the opening pressure can be adjusted and is secured 
against unintended adjustment. by pneumatic lifting 
the valves can be opened to the full stroke, e. g. for ciP 
(cleaning-in-Place).

the actuators can be fitted with a sensor mounting or 
automated with a control head. if the adjustment range 
of the actuator is no longer sufficient, it is very easy to 
retrofit a different actuator. Purely pneumatic drives are 
also available as an option. here, the closing pressure of 
the overflow valve is defined by a pressure superposition 
of the double-acting actuator. the setting of the overlay 
pressure or the response pressure is then carried out via 
an external filter pressure regulator.

as soon as the supply pressure 
exceeds the set value the overflow 
valve opens. the medium is 
routed back to the pump feed 
via the bypass and forms its own 
circuit until the overpressure is 
remedied.

overflow valve

Pump

Suction side 
(upstream of the pump)

meDium 
from tanK

filling 
meDium

bypass
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technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 25 –100/1"– 4"

materials 
in product contact 
not in product contact

1.4404/aiSi 316l 
1.4301/aiSi 304 1.4307/aiSi 304l

Sealing material
ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
hnbr (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min) 
fKm (max. 110 °c, SiP 30 min)

nominal pressure Pn 16

continuous operation 
temperature

max. 95 °c

long-StroKe ValVeS

Do you have big plans? then go straight for the KieSelmann long- 
stroke valve. a valve that we think big of, because it holds big pieces  
and allows them to pass through. 

modular with 
maximum stroke

KieSelmann long-stroke single seat valves are available in 
all common nominal diameters, from Dn 25 to Dn 100.

the modular valves with a maximum stroke, deadspace- 
free housing and maintenance-free actuator are ideal 
for media containing larger particles, such as e. g. fruit 
yoghurts. 

available in the versions angle seat valve, angle 
valve, t-valve, cross valve, loopvalve, tank outlet 
valve
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they open autonomously, as soon as the inlet-side 
dynamic pressure exceeds the spring force and close 
automatically with a corresponding pressure drop or 
flow in the opposite direction. this means for example 
that the suction line will not run dry after switching off 
the pump. in the depressurised condition the valve disc 
is pushed against the seat seal by the spring preload. 

Due to the spring preload, non-return valves are 
suitable for both horizontal and vertical installation 
positions.

technical Data

nominal diameters
Dn 25 – 65/1"–2 . 5" (Pn 16)
Dn 80–150/3"– 4" (Pn 10)

materials
1.4307/304l 
1.4404/aiSi 316l

Surface ra < 0.8 µm e-polished

Sealing material
ePDm (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min)
hnbr (max. 110 °c, SiP 30 min)
fKm (max. 95 °c, SiP 30 min)

continuous operation 
temperature

max. 95 °c

DiSc-tyPe non return ValVe

non-return valves prevent the return flow of a pumped medium in 
piping systems. if the flow direction changes or the flow is interrupted, 
the valve closes. 

onwards 
and upwards ...

non-return valves are ideal for preventing the return 
flow of a pumped medium in piping systems.  
they are self-operating valves which require no external 
energy source. flow is only possible in one direction 
through non-return valves, i. e. the opening and closing 
direction is preset.  

Valve disc

Seat seal

compression 
spring

intermediate flange 
version
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KieSelmann double seat valves are the optimum choice  
to achieve safe separation between incompatible media 
in automatic process equipment.

Premium class
KieSelmann Double Seat ValVeS
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3/2 WAY DOUBLE SEAT 
CHANGEOVER VALVE 

S-S-S

VALVE HOUSING 
SS-S

VALVE HOUSING
S-SS

VALVE HOUSING
SS-SS

VALVE HOUSING 
S-S

PNEUMATIC ACTUATOR
three different sizes

KI-TOP CONTROL HEADS
with plastic or stainless 

steel hood

SENSOR HOLDER
for feedback

VALVE INSERT 
DOUBLE SEAT VALVES

VALVE INSERT 3/2 WAY 
DOUBLE SEAT CHANGEOVER VALVE

VALVE INSERT TANK 
OUTLET VALVE

TANK OUTLET 
VALVE

Double Seat ValVeS 

can be combined exactly as required
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Double Seat ValVeS  

the safest method of separation

technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 25 –200/1"– 6"

materials
in product contact 
not in product contact

1.4404/aiSi 316l 
1.4301/aiSi 304 1.4307/aiSi 304l

Sealing material

ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
hnbr (max. 100 °c, SiP 30 min)
k-flex (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
fKm (max. 100 °c, SiP 30 min)

Surfaces 
in product contact 
not in product contact

ra ≤ 0.8 µm, e-polished
ra 1.5–2.5 μm, e-polished

operating pressure max. 10 bar

nominal pressure Pn 16

continuous operation
temperature

max. 95 °c

control air min. 5.5  bar

certification 3a Sanitary Standard

KieSelmann double seat valves are among the most 
modern mixproof valves on the market.

two independently controllable valve discs with an 
atmospheric leakage gap prevent separated incompatible 
media from mixing. in the closed position, different 
media are separated from each other with a double 
seal. Product migration backwards across the valve 
discs is not possible. any leaks which may occur – due to 
potentially worn or damaged valve disc seals – are routed, 
via the atmospheric leakage gap, to the outside without 
ever coming into contact with the  
other medium. 

the easy cleaning of the leakage space is performed by 
lifting the upper or lowering the lower valve disc.

everything under control thanks to comprehensive 
automation options: from optical position display, 
through valve position detection using proximity 
switches, to Plc-, aS-i- or io-link control heads with 
integrated electronic position feedback and optional 
leD all-round display. even an ex and namur version 
for explosive environments (Zones 1 and 21 and 2 and 
22) is available.

> mixproof production
>  housing machined from solid stainless steel block
>  the right valve for every application with the modular 

design
>  hygienic design – no backward product seepage 

across the valve disc seals
> extensive automation possibilities
> Simple and fast seal replacement
> Product and process safety 
>  universal k-flex seal material with 

high resistance to aggressive media
>  leak-free switching

aDVantageS 

it worKS liKe thiS
in this youtube video we show you the full 
functionality of KieSelmann mixproof 
valves. Simply scan the Qr code.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kX4BQWFJgSM
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LEAKAGE DRAIN

Lift bottom

Cleaning gap

Lift top

Cleaning gap

Cleaning gap

Lift upper valve disc
> lifting of upper valve disc
>  cleaning and sterilisation of shaft seal,  

valve disc shaft, lantern, valve disc with seals, 
valve seat, leakage space with discharge

> optimally defined cleaning gap

Lift lower valve disc
> lifting of lower valve disc
>  cleaning and sterilisation of valve disc with seals, 

valve seat, leakage space with discharge
> optimally defined cleaning gap

Double Seat ValVeS 

hygiene & safety

Valve closed
>  Safe separation of product and cleaning 

medium (ciP)
>  any leaks are routed to the exterior without 

pressure via the leakage space
> Pressure-shock proof closed position

Product

ciP-medium
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Double Seat ValVeS 

all advantages at 
a glance modular control head

> Position query and display
> Valve control

linear actuator 
(with a 2-year function warranty)
> maintenance-free
>  ensures leak-free opening and closing of the  

valve without product losses and hygiene risks 
in the leakage area

> high pressure shock resistance
> can be dismantled

Simple maintenance 
clamp closure for dismantling actuator inc. valve 
insert.

Deadspace-free housing design 
for safe cleaning and product-
protective media routing.

leakage drain

metal-core shaft seals
for optimum dynamic and 
static sealing effect through 
defined preload.

Split valve disc
torsion-free clamping of the valve 
disc seal with metallic stop.  
excludes backward product migration 
across the valve disc seal.

fe-optimised seal profile 
with metal support ring for 
safe, low-friction and durable 
sealing performance.

Deadspace-free 
positioning of all sealing elements 
via metallic stop.

closed lantern

leakage opening

Double seal
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the valve housings with mixproof blind insert are 
installed as a placeholder in the valve manifolds. 
in the planning phase, we discuss your expansion 
options and integrate corresponding blind inserts into 
the piping system, designed according to hygienic 
design principles. on later expansion of the process 
plant it is very simple to fit double seat valves  
instead of the blind inserts. 

undo housing clamp, remove the blind insert and 
install the valve insert. Done. no cutting, no welding, 
no stainless steel chips in the pipeline, no impurities 
that pose a risk to your product and your system. 

blinD inSert

think about tomorrow today. with leakproof blind inserts from KieSelmann 
you have the maximum flexibility and expansion for your production.

growth 
preinstalled

technical Data

nominal diameters
for unstepped KieSelmann  
double seat valve housing 
Dn 25 –200/1"– 4"

materials in product contact 1.4404/aiSi 316l

Sealing material

ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
hnbr (max. 100 °c, SiP 30 min)
k-flex (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
fKm (max. 100 °c, SiP 30 min)

Product-contacting surfaces ra ≤ 0.8 µm, e-polished

nominal pressure Pn 16

> easy retrofitting of valves in the matrix compound
>  Plant expansion without conversion of the  

valve manifold
> no additional, complex welding work
> hygienic seal design

aDVantageS 

mixproof
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Simple and rapid seal change: optimised 
seal geometry for low friction and a long 
service life.

technical Data

conformity

fDa 21 cfr 177.1550 
uSP class Vi 
Directive (ec) no. 2023/2006 
Directive (ec) no. 10/2011 
guideline 2002/72/ec 

continuous operation 
temperature

in conjunction with threaded pipe 
fitting according to Din 11853
max. 90 °c (product)

temperatures for ciP and  
SiP process

ciP 85 °c 
SiP 100 °c (max. 30 min)

k-flex is a particularly durable and rugged seal material. 
it has excellent resistance against aggressive media. even 
higher temperatures, which are frequently used in ciP 
cleaning, cannot affect the material. if you are looking for 
production safety and long maintenance intervals, the 
k-flex seal makes a significant contribution.

k-flex seal elements are available exclusively from 
KieSelmann. KieSelmann double seat valves can easily 
be upgraded with k-flex.

we will be haPPy 
to aDViSe you ...
and configure the optimum valves 
for your application area together 
with you. 

> high resistance to aggressive media
> fDa compliant
>  Due to excellent cleanability (anti-adhesive), 

suitable for hygienic and aseptic use

aDVantageS 

K-flex Sealing material

Seals must ensure trouble-free operation of the valves and piping connections. 
they are the most sensitive component. this is why KieSelmann developed the 
k-flex sealing material.

more than just a 
seal

mailto:apel%40kieselmann.de?subject=
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the simple, mixproof seat valve version from KieSelmann. 
KieSelmann double sealing single seat valves open and 
closing without any leakage.

we machine the housing of the single seat valves from solid 
stainless steel blocks. this also makes KieSelmann double 
sealing single seat valves extremely durable.

technical Data

nominal diameters Dn 25 –100/1"– 4"

materials in product contact 1.4404/aiSi 316l

Sealing material
ePDm (max. 140 °c, SiP 30 min)
hnbr (max. 120 °c, SiP 30 min)
fKm (max. 100 °c, SiP 30 min)

Product-contacting surfaces ra ≤ 0.8 µm, e-polished

nominal pressure Pn 16

continuous operation temperature max. 95 °c

control air min. 5.5 bar

the Sealing function
in the isolation position is provided statically. any leaks occurring due to 
damaged piston seals are drained atmospherically to the exterior via the 
leakage discharge.

cleaning
is carried out with the valve open. Via the inlet valve, the leakage space 
between the piston seals can be cleaned or sterilised with the valve closed.

flushing 
valve

leakage valve

flushing 
connection 
(optional) leakage drain

Double Sealing Single Seat ValVeS

Double sealing single seat valves separate product flows with no risk of 
mixing at intersection points in piping systems: with a cleaning inlet and 
leakage drain.

Double separation 
is better
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KieSelmann valve manifolds are ideal distributor systems 
for media in fully automatic process systems. the appropriate 
automation solution is matched to the size and application 
are of your process.

System 
and control

KieSelmann automation anD ValVe manifolDS
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four valve positions can be controlled and reported using 
the digital KieSelmann "Ki-toP" control heads.

Smart controls
control heaDS

DiD you Know ....
that with KieSelmann optional rgb-
top leD you can set a different colour 
for every valve position?
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technical Data aS-i buS

Supply voltage 30 V Dc aS-i mains power supply 

Protection class 
with stainless steel hood
with plastic hood

iP 67 Din en 6052
Din en 61140 i 
Din en 61140 i

Power consumption max. 80 ma (30 V Dc) 

ambient temperature -10 °c – 60 °c 

control air max. 6 bar

automate valves easily. the modular design of the 
KieSelmann valves makes it possible to convert to 
a pneumatic actuator with control head at any time. 
KieSelmann actuators are equipped with mechanical 
position indicator and sensor holder as standard.

Powerful & intelligent: 
Drives with Ki-top control heads.  
KieSelmann control heads already contain control 
electronics and pilot valves. they can be connected to 
the bus system via various systems, such as cable entry or 
m12 connectors. 
 
the control heads support all common communication 
interfaces, such as Plc, aS-i and io-link. the connection 
to the supply air is made by compressed air quick 
connector on the control head.

the control board can be fitted with an leD all-round 
display for optimum visual checks.

Extra safety in Ex zones

in production areas with highly flammable and explosive 
substances, such as spirits, KieSelmann tÜV approved 
control heads offer the highest level of safety. two versions 
are  
available: Zones 1 and 21 as well as 2 and 22. they 
comply with the guideline 2014/34/eu.

transparent, acid-resistant 
hood for viewing the valve 
position display

Stainless steel hood for 
rugged operating conditions

>  Precise position querying, optionally with an 
automatic learning mode

> control and reporting of up to 4 valve positions
> fully automatic
> optional: leD all-round display
>  optional: increased safety via emergency stop function

aDVantageS 

Visual check of the 
valve position, e. g. 
green = open, 
red = closed, 
flashing = switching

bayonet closure 
for easy handling 
(protection class iP 67)
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two-level, fully-automatic valve manifolds with Dn125/100 mixproof double seat valves,  
to connect ten tanks to seven filling lines.
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KieSelmann designs and develops tailor-made valve 
manifolds for your processes. even in confined spaces, 
we implement your media controls automatically and in a 
clear format.

the valve manifolds can be controlled via pneumatic 
actuators and by means of control heads.  
 
KieSelmann control heads give your process control 
additional security. they are available with integrated 
electronic position feedback, leD all-round display and 
an emergency stop function.

new PerSPectiVeS
400 double seat valves and 4,000 metres of carrier tube 
are parts of one of the latest success projects by 
KieSelmann anlagenbau gmbh.  
See for yourself and be amazed: 
the KeiSelmann 3-D brewery experience.

full automation with process control system and control heads. all plant 
components can be controlled centrally from the control room.

Switch from manual to automated control: in the filter cellar, the 
panel equipment was replaced by double seat valve manifolds.

ValVe manifolDS

a perfect fit

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mopW4-n3GN0
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Draining

Tank cleaning

Filling

automatic ProceSS control

Perfectly matched valve manifolds from KieSelmann optimise 
your processes. automate your media handling in a compact, 
safe and maintenance-friendly way.

the clever solution for 
your production

full flexibility
colin Jeffrey, general manager  
KieSelmann uK, presents the  
advantages of the KieSelmann 
manifolds. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nbmi6H717Ls
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Draining

Tank cleaning

Filling

   Double seat valves allow safe separation of different 
media within your production process

  mixproof due to double sealing and intermediate 
leakage space

In league with the best: the automated manifold

KieSelmann valve manifolds are ideal control systems for media in 
fully automatic process systems.

the maximum flexibility for modern process systems. using the 
automated double seat valve combination, multiple processes  
can be controlled in parallel. while a tank is being drained, another 
can be filled and a third cleaned including the associated piping.
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